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Human Motion Capture Data
Compression by Model-Based Indexing:
A Power Aware Approach
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Abstract—Human Motion Capture (MoCap) data can be used for animation of virtual human-like characters in distributed virtual reality
applications and networked games. MoCap data compressed using the standard MPEG-4 encoding pipeline comprising of predictive
encoding (and/or DCT decorrelation), quantization, and arithmetic/Huffman encoding, entails significant power consumption for the
purpose of decompression. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for compression of MoCap data, which is based on smart
indexing of the MoCap data by exploiting structural information derived from the skeletal virtual human model. The indexing algorithm
can be fine-controlled using three predefined quality control parameters (QCPs). We demonstrate how an efficient combination of the
three QCPs results in a lower network bandwidth requirement and reduced power consumption for data decompression at the client
end when compared to standard MPEG-4 compression. Since the proposed algorithm exploits structural information derived from the
skeletal virtual human model, it is observed to result in virtual human animation of visually acceptable quality upon decompression.
Index Terms—Three-dimensional graphics and realism—animation, data compaction, and compression.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

NIMATION of human-like virtual characters has potential
applications in the design of human computer interfaces, computer games, and modeling of virtual environments using power-constrained devices such as laptop
computers in battery mode, pocket PCs, and PDAs [1], [19].
Distributed virtual human animation is used in many
applications that depict human models interacting with
networked virtual environments [2]. Distributed virtual
environments (DVEs) either require exchange of motion files
between hosts to simulate the virtual human motion, or use
locally stored motion data [3], [4], [5], [6], [23]. The two major
issues involved in the streaming of MoCap animation data to
mobile devices are 1) limited bandwidth available for
streaming MoCap data, and 2) limited power available to
receive, decompress, and render the compressed MoCap
data. It is desirable to have a compression method which
reduces the network bandwidth enough to allow streaming/
using in mobile devices, and also requires less computation,
hence, power consumption, at the client side to reconstruct
the motion data from the compressed data stream.
To meet the above requirements, we propose a novel
compression algorithm for MoCap data (or, equivalently,
MPEG-4 Body Animation Parameters (BAP) data), termed
as BAP-Indexing [22], which uses indexing techniques for
compression of BAP data, resulting in a significant
reduction in power consumption required for decompression. BAP-Indexing exploits the structural hierarchy of the
virtual human to achieve efficient compression which,
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though lossy, results in reconstructed motion of good
quality. BAP-Indexing creates byte-size indices for representation of the BAP data resulting in the compression of
the BAP data, since the indices can be represented using
fewer bits, compared to the original floating point representation of the BAPs. BAP-Indexing yields compression
ratios comparable to those obtained using the MPEG-4
standard, and requires significantly less client-side power
measured in terms of CPU cycles and energy (measured in
mJoules) needed to receive and decompress the data.
It must be noted that MoCap data usage and compression is a well-studied field of research. In order to
standardize virtual human animation, MPEG-4 has proposed H-Anim standards for representation of virtual
humans and the format of the corresponding motion
capture (MoCap) data to be used for rendering and
animating the virtual human [7], [8], [16]. MoCap data is
conveniently represented using MPEG-4 Body Animation
Parameters, (BAPs) which can be encoded for low-bitrate
transmission [11], using the MPEG-4 compression pipeline
(Fig. 1) in dedicated interactive communications and
broadcast environments [9], [17], [18], [23]. Since BAP data
is essentially real signals of a much simpler nature
compared to Video/Audio, the MPEG-4 pipeline is extremely efficient. This pipeline consists of all the essential
components for standard spatio-temporal signal compression, i.e., Quantization, DCT, and/or predictive encoding,
and variable length bit level coding (Huffman/arithmetic
coding) [16], [17], [18]. The network bandwidth requirement
for MPEG-4 compressed BAP data can be further reduced
by using smart techniques such as dead reckoning [23], which
uses Kalman filters to reduce the number of communicating
messages, and MPEG-4 BAP quantization and grouping [11].
Besides MPEG-4, there exist other ad hoc quantization
methods for efficient use and distribution of MoCap data
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. The standard compression and decompression pipeline for
MPEG-4 Motion Capture (MoCap) data or Body Animation Parameter
(BAP) data.

over a network. Endo et al. [12] propose quantization of the
motion type, rather than the motion data itself. Hijiri et al.
[13] describe a new data packet format which allows flexible
scalability of the transmission rate, and a data compression
method, termed as SHCM, which maximizes the efficacy of
this format by exploiting the 3D scene structure. The
proposed method in this paper uses quantization to achieve
data compression in a manner somewhat similar to the
above work, but incorporates intelligent exploitation of the
hierarchical structure of the human skeletal model. Giacomo et al. [14] present methods for adapting a virtual
human’s representation and the resulting animation stream,
and provide practical details for the integration of these
methods into MPEG-4 and MPEG-21 architectures. Aubel
et al. [15] present a technique for using impostors to
improve the display rate of animated characters by acting
solely on the geometric and rendering information. Recently, Arikan [26] has presented a comprehensive MoCap
database compression scheme which is shown to result in a
significantly compressed MoCap database.
The above techniques, although very efficient in terms of
compression ratio, do not address the need for customized
compression of BAP data for power aware devices. To this
effect, the proposed BAP-Indexing technique is a refined and
special case of standard clustering, quantization, and
lookup (CQL) based compression schemes. BAP-Indexing
not only allows for low-bitrate encoding of motion data, but
is also suitable for data reception and data reconstruction
on power-constrained devices. Quantitative analysis of the
quality of reconstructed motion supports our claim that the
proposed algorithm, BAP-Indexing, is indeed useful for
quality controlled compression of MPEG-4 BAP-based
representation of MoCap data.

2

MATRIX REPRSENTATION

OF

MOCAP DATA

The MoCap Data (or, equivalently, MPEG-4 BAP data) is
represented by an n ! m-dimensional matrix X, where n is a
multiple of the video sampling rate or frame rate expressed
as frames per second (fps) and m is the number of degrees
of freedom for the virtual human (the maximum value of
m ¼ 296 as defined in the MPEG-4 standard). Each row of
the matrix represents a pose of the virtual human for a
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small time step. Each column of the matrix corresponds to
either the displacement of the model from a fixed origin, or
the Euler angle of rotation needed to achieve the desired
pose. We have used a 62-dimensional virtual human, with a
frame rate of 33 fps. This means that, for a 10 second motion
sequence, the motion matrix X is a 330 ! 62 array of
floating point numbers. The first three columns of X
represent the absolute displacement of the virtual human
with respect to a fixed origin in the 3D virtual world. The
next three columns represent the absolute orientation of the
virtual human with respect to the virtual world coordinates.
The remaining 56 columns correspond to the angles made
by the degrees of freedoms associated with the various
joints in the skeletal virtual human model.
As a first step in the compression process, the matrix X is
equivalently represented as a difference matrix, dn#1!m , and
the initial pose vector I, where I is assigned the first row of
X, and the rows of d are the differences between successive
rows of X.
Ij ¼ X1;j
di;j ¼ Xiþ1;j # Xi;j

j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m
i ¼ 1 . . . n # 1; j ¼ 1 . . . m:

The difference matrix d, subsequently termed the motion
matrix, can be interpreted as successive small angular
increments (floating point numbers) needed by the virtual
human, for each of its degrees of freedom, in order to
realize the desired animation. Without loss of generality, we
assume that d has n rows. In the following section, we
describe, in detail, the BAP-Indexing technique which
creates an indexed representation of the matrix d.

3

BAP-INDEXING: INDEXING

OF THE

BAP DATA

For approximately periodic and regular motions such as
walking, jogging, and running, a collection of all the
n % m floating point numbers within the corresponding
motion matrix d exhibit a tendency to form a finite number
of well separated clusters. Taking a cue from this observation, we assign the n % m floating point numbers in d to a
finite number of buckets. Each bucket, in turn, is associated
with a representative number which best describes the
collection of the numbers within the bucket. The basic
concept underlying the proposed indexing technique is to
be able to index some (perhaps all) of the numbers within
the original motion matrix d and generate a corresponding
lookup table for the indices. The proposed indexing
technique results in significant data reduction, as each
index value can be represented using fewer bits than that
the corresponding floating point number.
In the following sections, we describe in detail the
process of indexing the motion data in the matrix d, and the
creation of the lookup table. For the purpose of explanation,
we assume that each index is represented by a single byte,
or 8-bits, i.e., the values of the indices lie between 0 and 255.
Subsequently, we analyze indices of sizes other than 8 bits.

3.1 Indexing the Motion Matrix d
In order to ensure efficient indexing, we have used the
standard equal frequency distribution technique to uniformly assign the n % m floating point numbers in d to
buckets numbered from 0 to 255. This is done as follows:
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Step 1: All the data in matrix d is collected into a single
1D array A of size n % m. The array A is sorted in ascending
order. All the numbers in A are multiplied by the resolution
quantization term (RQT), M. The RQT depends on the
number of significant digits used to represent the floating
point number. For example, if the required accuracy of the
floating point numbers is a maximum of four digits,
RQT ¼ 10; 000. The numbers are rounded off to represent
integers in the range ½Amin % M; Amax % M'.
Step 2: The integers in the range ½Amin % M; Amax % M' are
divided into buckets numbered from 0 to 255. It is desirable
to allocate each of the 256 buckets an equal share of the
n % m numbers in A. The rationale behind assigning the
256 buckets an equal share of n % m numbers in the motion
sequence is that BAP data clusters that contain more data
points are assigned more buckets (hence, more indices). In
essence, the indices are distributed among the clusters in
proportion to the cluster size (note that the number of
indices is fixed by fixing the number of bits per index). This
scheme is similar to adaptive vector quantization [25] which is
known to reduce the overall encoding error. Thus, each
bucket should have freq ¼ ðAmax % M # Amin % MÞ=256 numbers allocated to it. This is achieved by computing the
histogram of the integers in A, and dividing the histogram
into 256 vertical strips such that each strip has the same
area, freq. After all the numbers in A have been allocated a
bucket numbered from 0 to 255, the numbers in A are
divided by the RQT to recover the original numbers.
At the end of Step 2, we get a set of 256 buckets denoted
by bucketðjÞ for j ¼ 0 to 255, such that each floating point
entry in the motion data matrix, d is contained in exactly
one of the 256 buckets. An index matrix dindex is used to
store the bucket number (index) for the corresponding entry
in the matrix d.

3.2 Lookup Table for the Index Matrix dindex
The lookup table is used to map each of the indices to a
corresponding representative number such that a suitable
approximation to the original motion matrix d can be
recovered. The creation of an appropriate lookup table for
the recovery of the original motion data matrix d from the
index matrix dindex is critical, since recovery of the original
data after discretization invariably results in motion
distortion.
A straightforward method to recover the number
associated with a bucket is to compute the simple average
of all the floating point numbers assigned to the bucket.
However, this invariably leads to poor approximation of the
original motion matrix d. We have observed that intelligent
exploitation of the hierarchical structure of the skeletal
virtual human model can lead to better construction of the
lookup table Tlookup , which in turn results in reduced error
in the reconstructed motion using the lookup table. The
steps for creating the lookup table are detailed as follows:
Step 1: The virtual human is represented by a hierarchical skeletal model. For each m-dimensional pose vector,
each dimension, or column in the motion matrix d, is
assigned a level li (Fig. 2). The level li signifies the
importance of the degree of freedom associated with a
particular joint in the overall displacement of the model
joints. A joint i, at level li ¼ 1, when given a small angular
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Fig. 2. An example of the hierarchical structure of a virtual human
skeletal model consisting of 31 nodes, with a total of 62 degrees of
freedom of motion (rotational and translational). For convenience, the
root node is drawn at the bottom.

displacement, affects the model more in terms of the overall
displacement, than a joint j at level lj ¼ 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.
Step 2: After assigning level values to the various
joints of the virtual human model, these joint level values
are used to compute a weighted sum of the numbers
belonging to a bucket. The jth lookup value in lookup
table Tlookup is given by:
P
1
A½i'
ðli Þ!
Tlookup ½j'! ¼

i"bucketðjÞ

P

i"bucketðjÞ

1
ðli Þ!

j ¼ 0; 1 . . . m;

ð1Þ

where ! is a constant. Empirical observations have revealed
that as ! increases, the Tlookup values result in a better
approximation to the data, resulting in reduced displacement error. This is due to the fact that the numbers
associated with level ¼ 1 affect the displacements in the
body the most. Hence, emphasizing the numbers within a
bucket with level ¼ 1 leads to better approximation of the
motion data. As ! ! 1, all the weighting terms in (1) tend
to zero, except for the terms with level ¼ 1. Hence, when
computing the weighted sum of the numbers in a bucket,
we consider only those numbers with level ¼ 1 (selective
averaging), and compute a simple mean of these numbers. If
none of the entries in a bucket have level ¼ 1, we use the
next smallest level to compute the weighted sum. Our
empirical observations have shown that the BAP data
values from all levels of the virtual human model form
compact and well separated clusters. The data values with
level ¼ 1 in each bucket are fairly close to each other. This
allows selective averaging (1) to be performed without
introducing too much visual distortion.

3.3

Motion Matrix Decomposition for Motion
Sequences of Long Durations
We have used a concept similar to that of I-frames (intracoded frames) and P-frames (predicted frames) in the
MPEG-4 standard to decompose long motion sequences
into smaller fragments, each is comprised of a single I-frame
and a sequence of P-frames. The original difference matrix
d is represented by a succession of smaller matrices
d1 ; d2 ; . . . ; dL each consisting of an equal number of frames,
denoted by nd , i.e., each fragmented motion matrix has
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4.1

Fig. 3. The BAP-Indexing steps. The first step (not shown here) is
converting the original motion matrix X to an initial pose vector I, and a
difference matrix d. The motion matrix d is decomposed into equal
fragments of length nd each. The first FDF rows are untouched; the next
m # FDF columns are indexed. Each fragment is indexed separately,
with its own lookup table. Each index is b bits in size.

nd rows. Each of the smaller matrices of size nd ! m in turn
is discretized using the above method resulting in separate
lookup tables, T1lookup ; . . . ; TLlookup . This simple technique
yields a good approximation to a motion data sequence of
any arbitrary duration. The value of nd is determined such
that it minimizes both the data file size and the resulting
reconstruction error.

3.4 Combining the Original and Indexed Data
It is often desirable to preserve the original data contained
within some of the columns of the original motion matrix d,
and index the remainder of the columns. This is especially
true for the first six columns of d, which represent the
absolute displacement and orientation of the virtual human
with respect to a fixed origin. Indexing these columns may
lead to undesirable motion distortion, and consequently
result in contradictory physical appearances such as the
virtual human’s feet not touching the ground while
walking, etc. A combination of the original and indexed
columns can be achieved by not indexing the first FDF
(Fixed Degrees of Freedom) columns, and indexing the
remainder of the m # FDF columns. A simple schematic
diagram depicting the indexing of the original motion
matrix d is given in Fig. 3.

4

EFFECT OF THE
AND ANIMATION

QCPS ON COMPRESSION RATIO
QUALITY

BAP-Indexing has three associated quality control parameters (QCPs). The bounds for the QCPs are as follows:
1 * FDF * m ðwhere m ¼ number of columns in motion
matrix dÞ;
8 * b * 32 ðassuming byte boundary for the indicesÞ; and
ðndÞmin * nd * n:
In order to analyze the effect of the QCPs on the
compression ratio and quality of the resulting animation,
it is essential to determine the size of the motion file as a
function of the above three QCPs and other motion data
parameters. This is discussed in detail in the next section.

Compressed File Size as a Function of FDF, b,
and nd
In practice, the BAPs in motion matrix d are represented by
floating point numbers. Assuming that floating point
numbers take 4 bytes each, the original raw file size for
dn!m is 4 % m % n. The resulting file size is obtained simply by
expressing the number of bytes as a function of the three
Quality Control Parameters FDF, nd , and b. In the case of a
motion data file that has been decomposed into smaller
segments, each segment contains a header and a data section.
The header file for each segment (Fig. 3) takes 4 % 2b bytes for
the lookup table, and a few extra c1 bytes to store the numbers
nd and b. Hence, the total number of bytes taken by the header
for a motion segment is given by:
segment header ¼ 4 % 2b þ c1 :

ð2Þ

For the actual motion data, the first FDF columns ð0 *
FDF * mÞ are floating point numbers taken directly from
the motion matrix d, and the next m # FDF columns are
indices for the lookup table, where each index takes a
maximum of b bits ðdb=8e bytesÞ. Hence, the total number of
bytes needed for the motion data segment is given by:
segment motion ¼ nd % ð4 % FDF þ db=8e % ðm # FDFÞÞ: ð3Þ
For a motion data sequence spanning n frames, the number of
blocks or motion segments, each consisting of nd frames, is
dn=nd e. Hence, the total number of bytes, TðFDF; b; nd Þ of the
semi-indexed matrix is obtained by combining (3) and (4):
TðFDF; b; nd Þ ¼ dn=nde%ðsegment header þ segment motionÞ
þ 4m:

ð4Þ

The minimum file size Tmin is obtained by assigning the
values FDF ¼ 0, nd ¼ n, and b ¼ 8 (assuming a byte
boundary for the indexed data) in (4). The maximum file
size, Tmax , should not exceed the original file size 4mn. For
the parameter values mentioned above, the minimum file
size Tmin (including the lookup table and initial pose
vector) is given by:
Tmin ¼ ðn # 1Þm þ 4m þ c2 ;

ð5Þ

where c2 is the number of bytes needed to store 256 buckets,
each containing a 4-byte floating point number, i.e.,
c2 ¼ 1; 024.
Consider a jogging motion sequence comprised of
136 frames ðn ¼ 136Þ, which can be represented by 135 rows
in the matrix d and one row for the initial pose vector I. The
frames are obtained at a rate of 33 fps. From (5), the lower
bound obtained for TðFDF; b; nd Þ is 9,642, whereas the raw
floating point data takes 33,728 bytes (recall that maximum
file size for dn!m is 4 % m % n). Hence, the minimum file size
is 28 percent of the original file size. However, since the
motion quality decreases with increase in compression
ratio, it is desirable to obtain the maximum file size
permitted by the network as a fraction of the original file
size. For a desired fraction of the original motion data, the
corresponding quality control parameters can be obtained
by exhaustively searching the space of all possible parameter values such that the following constraint holds:
ðn # 1Þm þ 4m þ 1; 024 * TðFDF; b; nd Þ * f % 4mn;

ð6Þ
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Fig. 4. (a) The surface plot for the displacement error per frame (DEF) for 30 * nd * 120 rows and 1 * FDF * 62 columns. (b) The surface plot for
the obtained throughput for 30 * nd * 120 rows and 1 * FDF * 62 columns. Both plots have the quality control parameter b ¼ 8.

where f (henceforth termed as the minimum compression
ratio) is the desired fraction of the maximum file size of the
original motion data. The parameter values that satisfy (6)
can be termed as valid points in the parameter space.

4.2

Quality of the Reconstructed Motion as a
Function of FDF, nd , b, and k
To quantify the reconstructed motion quality, we use the
metric displacement error per frame (DEF). For each of the m
joints in the human model, the displacement error for that
joint is defined as the frame-by-frame sum of all the
differences between the actual joint position in the original
motion data and the joint position in the reconstructed
motion data. Let Cn!3m be the original coordinates of the
joints of the human model, and C0n!3m be the coordinates of
the joints of the human model after reconstruction of the
motion from the indexed matrix. We define the error
function, ! :I ! R as follows:
!ðiÞ ¼

!
n !
X
!
!
!Pji # Pji0 !;
j¼1

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m;

ð7Þ

0
0
; Cj;3i#1
;
where Pji ¼ ðCj;3i#2 ; Cj;3i#1 ; Cj;3i Þ and Pji0 ¼ ðCj;3i#2
0
Cj;3i Þ, i ¼ 1; 2; ::; m, and k:k is the Euclidean norm defined as
p
kðx; y; zÞk ¼ ðx2 þ y2 þ z2 Þ. Equation (7) represents the
error at each joint position. The DEF is defined as the sum
of the errors for all the joints, normalized by the total number
of rows (i.e., frames) in the motion data matrix.
m
P

DEF ðF DF ; b; nd Þ ¼ i¼1

!ðiÞ
n

:

ð8Þ

Although the DEF value does not represent the motion
quality in an absolute sense, comparing the DEF values for
various values of the quality control parameters (QCP)
provides an adequate measure of relative motion quality.
Although DEF is limited in its ability to quantify reconstructed motion quality, it is simple to compute and
adequate to distinguish between alternative encoding/
compression schemes for virtual human animation data.
One could formulate a more complex measure of visual
distortion (or visual quality) based on additional criteria
such as motion smoothness. However, arriving at such a
quality measure (especially one that is visually intuitive) is

a major undertaking in itself and will be pursued in our
future research.

4.3 Determining Optimal Values for FDF, nd , and b
In order to compress the BAP data matrix d in practice, it is
essential to obtain the values for the three quality control
parameters (QCPs) FDF, nd , and b. Empirical studies reveal
that for b > 8, the size of the resulting file explodes
exponentially, thus violating the upper bound in (6) even
for f ¼ 1 (100 percent). Hence, we fix b ¼ 8, which means
that a motion segment will have a 256-bucket lookup table,
and that each index value is represented by a single byte.
The surface plots of TðFDF; b; nd Þ and DEFðFDF; b; nd Þ,
for the jogging motion example, for the various possible
values of FDF and nd , while fixing b ¼ 8, are presented in
Fig. 4; the lower the DEF, the better the motion quality.
Hence, the parameters drawn from the set of valid
parameters which minimize both DEFðFDF; b; nd Þ and
TðFDF; b; nd Þ are deemed to be the optimal QCPs. Since we
have already fixed b ¼ 8, we now need to determine the
optimal values for the QCPs FDF and nd . These are the
values which minimize the following figure of merit
function:
MðFDF; b; nd Þ ¼ TðFDF; b; nd Þ# % DEFðFDF; b; nd Þ$ ; ð9Þ
where # > 0 and $ > 0 are weighting constants. A simple
exhaustive search, for # ¼ 1 and $ ¼ 1 reveals that FDF ¼
41 and nd ¼ 60 (with b ¼ 8) minimizes the figure of merit
function M for the jogging example. Note that although the
proposed indexing method is inherently lossy, the visual
degradation in the reconstructed motion is imperceptible
(Section 5).
An immediate observation is that the throughput T
obtained via optimization of the figure of merit function M
(9) is not the minimum that can be obtained; theoretically T
could be made much lower. However, since the quality of
reconstructed motion (given by DEF) decreases as T
decreases, (9) represents a good balance between both
motion quality and size of the compressed data for # ¼ 1
and $ ¼ 1. The value of T can be obtained independently by
varying the minimum compression ratio parameter f in (6).
The functions T and DEF are inversely proportional to
each other. A plot of T versus DEF can be used to select the
desired throughput requirement T based on an acceptable
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Fig. 5. Plot of Displacement Error per Frame (DEF) versus throughput T
(in KBytes) obtained by varying f for the jogging example. Note that
DEF dips to zero at T ¼ 32 KB, which is the throughput for the original
data.

value of DEF. A graphical plot depicting the relationship
between T and DEF for the jogging example is given in
Fig. 5. For a maximum acceptable value of DEF, the
corresponding throughput T can be obtained from the plot.
It must be noted that the selection of the QCPs also
depends on the display size (or resolution) of the screen on
which the animation is being rendered. For low QVGA
resolution displays (320 ! 240), the degree of error allowed
for the joints of the virtual human in each frame can be higher,
compared to that in the case of higher resolution displays
such as 640 ! 480. This screen size information can be used to
weigh the DEF value appropriately (perhaps empirically) in
(9) to allow for a higher degree of quantization (smaller FDF
and larger nd ) and, hence, smaller compressed file sizes in the
case of lower-resolution displays. Note that the size of the
display determines the rendering resolution; smaller-sized
displays typically have coarser rendering resolution than
larger-sized displays. In general, a coarser rendering resolution can tolerate a higher DEF value without visible
degradation in the animated motion quality since the higher
DEF values are subsumed by the coarse resolution.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
OF MOTIONS

FOR

DIFFERENT TYPES

In order to test the usefulness of the proposed BAP-Indexing
algorithm for MoCap data compression, we have experimented with various types of motions. The motion types we
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have selected range from periodic motions (jogging, walking,
jumping, long jump, etc.) to extremely ill-correlated and
complex motions such as dancing. We have considered b ¼ 8
(number of bits used to encode an index) for the entire
analysis. The motion examples have been created using
MoCap data from real human actors. The motion data files are
obtained from the Web site http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu. The
surface plots of the displacement error per frame (DEF) versus
the number of motion segments nd and the number of
nonindexed columns FDF of the motion matrix d for various
motion examples are presented in Fig. 6. The throughput T
versus DEF plots for these motion examples display
characteristics similar to those of the corresponding plot for
the jogging example in Fig. 5 and, hence, have not been
shown. The DEF surface plots in Fig. 6 show that the DEF
values are more affected by the value of FDF, compared to nd .
Although the optimal values of the quality control parameters which have not been fixed (i.e. FDF and nd ) can be
obtained computationally by exhaustive search of the
corresponding parameter space, the surface plots give an
insight into the behavior of the DEF as a function of these
parameters. The complexity of the DEF surface supports our
use of the exhaustive search method, as the surfaces in general
do not seem to exhibit any known distribution function.
In the next section, we discuss the compatibility of the
BAP-Indexing technique with existing techniques for BAP
encoding. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we compare MPEG-4
encoded BAP data with BAP data encoded using the
proposed BAP-Indexing technique.

5.1

Compatibility of BAP-Indexing with Existing
BAP Encoding Techniques
BAP-Indexing is partially compatible with existing MPEG-4
quantization and grouping techniques [11]. From the discussion in previous sections, we observe that BAP-Indexing is
actually a smart technique for quantization and temporal
grouping of BAP data. BAP-Indexing (which is basically a
form of quantization) has several advantages over MPEG-4
quantization. The former uses a byte to represent each of the
derived indices, whereas MPEG-4 quantization may require
indices up to 4 bytes long, depending on the precision [11].
The MPEG-4 spatial grouping technique clusters the joints
based on joint types, in order to encode only certain portions
of the joints. A similar approach can be easily incorporated in

Fig. 6. DEF plots as a function of number of segments nd in the motion file, and the number of nonindexed columns FDF of the motion matrix for
various motion examples, keeping QCP b ¼ 8 as a constant. The most general trend is that DEF increases with decrease of FDF.
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Compression Ratio Obtained via BAP-Indexing and Energy Consumption in mJoules
by the Wireless Network Interface Card (WNIC) for Various Motion Examples

Column [3] gives the compression file size after MPEG-4 arithmetic coding-based compression. Column [4] gives the compressed file size obtained
after BAP-Indexing. Columns [5] and [6] give the energy consumption in mJoules for the reception of streaming MPEG-4 and BAP-Indexed data for a
128 Kbps network. Column [7] gives the ratio of power consumption by the WNIC using BAP-Indexing, compared to MPEG-4. Columns [8], [9], and
[10] give comparisons for network bandwidth of 1 Mbps, and columns [11], [12], and [13] for 4 Mbps. E S ¼ 177 mJ=s and E R ¼ 1425 mJ=s. The BAPindexed file size obtained is the minimum size possible using BAP-Indexing (i.e., FDF ¼ 6, b ¼ 8, and nd ¼ n).

BAP-Indexing, i.e., for the 62 degrees of freedom virtual
human, a 62 bit mask (rounded up to 8 bytes) can be used to
instruct the decoder as to which joints are encoded in the
BAP data.
In the next three sections, various comparisons are made
with MPEG-4. We have not used grouping for the MPEG-4
encoded file, i.e., each row (frame) of the BAP data
comprises of all the 62 degrees of freedom for the human
skeletal virtual human. To ensure a fair comparison, the
BAP-Indexing does not group the data either. The MPEG-4
compression algorithm has been implemented by first
computing difference of the rows, then quantizing the rows
by representing the floating point numbers at an angular
resolution of 10#5 radians, followed by quantization using
step size of 16, and finally performing variable length
arithmetic encoding of the resultant data.

5.2

Minimum BAP Data File Size Obtained by
BAP-Indexing Compared to MPEG-4
For applications that can accept visual distortion of the
reconstructed motion, indexing can be used judiciously to
reduce the network throughput requirement significantly,
compared to MPEG-4-based compression. Table 1 gives
the minimum throughput that can be obtained using
BAP-Indexing, and the corresponding displacement error
DEF. The throughput T is significantly less than that
obtained by MPEG-4-based compression. Table 1 also
displays the power consumption for the reception of
streaming BAP data by the network card for various
network bandwidths. A detailed analysis of the power
consumption is presented in the next section.
5.3

Power Consumption Using BAP-Indexing
Compared to MPEG-4
In order to measure power consumption at the client end
while using the encoded BAP data, we assume a simplistic
scenario, where the encoded BAP data is streamed to a
client over a wireless network. The streamed BAP data is

decoded in real time, and the resulting virtual human also
rendered in real time. The high-level description of the data
reception, decoding, and rendering process is as follows:
1.

The Wireless Network Interface Card (WNIC)
periodically receives the encoded BAP data and
stores it in the WNIC buffer.
2. The CPU periodically transfers the data from the
WNIC buffer to MEMORY.
3. The CPU reads the encoded data from MEMORY,
decodes the data, and stores the equivalent floating
point numbers corresponding to the various joint
angles in MEMORY.
4. The floating point numbers in MEMORY are used by
the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to render the
virtual human animation.
Power is consumed in each of the above four steps. Power
consumption in each of the above four high-level steps can be
attributed to the CPU (we will ignore the power consumption
by the MEMORY), the WNIC, and the three main buses, i.e.,
the buses connecting CPU and MEMORY ðBUScm Þ, MEMORY and WNIC ðBUSmw Þ, and MEMORY and GPU ðBUSmg Þ.
The power consumption for each of these buses is directly
proportional to the amount of data transferred over the bus.
This is justified by the fact that power is consumed for each
bus clock cycle, and the number of bus clock cycles is directly
proportional to the number of bytes transferred over the bus.
Hence, in order to compare power consumption by the buses,
it is adequate to compare the amount of data transferred over
each of the buses by MPEG-4 and the proposed BAP-Indexing
technique.
The sources of power consumption in each of the
previous four steps are as follows: In step 1, power is
consumed by the WNIC while receiving data from the
server. In step 2, power is consumed by BUSmw while
transferring data from the WNIC buffer to MEMORY (the
power consumed by the CPU during this data transfer is
considered relatively small and, hence, ignored). In step 3,
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TABLE 2
Comparison of MPEG-4 Predictive Encoding, Quantization, and Arithmetic Coding-Based Compression
versus Compression Obtained via BAP-Indexing

The minimum compression ratio f is computed such that the compression ratio obtained by indexing is similar to that obtained via MPEG-4 based
compression. The aim of this is to have a fair comparison with MPEG-4 (by ensuring comparable final file sizes), and showing that MPEG-4
consumes a significant amount of CPU cycles (and hence power) to decode the compressed data. BAP-Indexing uses a simple lookup operation and
consequently, takes a negligible number of CPU cycles for decoding.

power is consumed by both the CPU while decoding the
data, and by BUScm while transferring data between the
CPU and MEMORY. In step 4, power is consumed data by
both BUSmg (while transferring data from MEMORY to
GPU), and the GPU while rendering the virtual human for
each frame.
Power consumption by BUSmg is the same for both the
MPEG-4 coded BAP data (henceforth termed as M-data)
and BAP-Indexing coded BAP data (henceforth termed as
BI-data), since the amount of data upon decompression is
roughly the same in both cases. Decoding M-data requires a
substantial number of CPU cycles, compared to decoding of
BI-data, since decoding of M-data entails a pipeline of
processes such as inverse-arithmetic coding, and inverse
quantization, whereas decoding of BI-data entails only an
access to the lookup table. Hence, the power consumption
by BUScm is greater in the case of decoding of M-data
compared to BI-data. Finally, the BUSmw transfers less data
in the case of BI-data compared to M-data. This is evident
from the results presented in Section 5.2, which shows that
the amount of BI-data generated is much less than the
amount of M-data generated, in comparable settings.
Power consumption by the GPU in order to render the
frames is the same for both M-data and BI-data, since after
decompression, the data required to animate the actual virtual
human model, are the same for both M-data and BI-data. Note
that the GPU is a major source of power consumption, along
with data decoding and bus data transfer. This is due to the
high number of mesh computations, transformations, and
computations needed for shading and other effects performed by the GPU to render each frame of the animation.
Reducing the power consumption for data reception, data
transfer, and data decoding becomes all the more significant
when simpler graphics models are used, such as in mobile
devices. In such scenarios, the ratio of power consumption by
the GPU for rendering to the cumulative power consumption
of data reception, data transfer, and data decoding, are
comparable [24]. It now remains to compare the power
consumptions for actual decoding of M-data and BI-data by

the CPU (part of step 3), and the power consumption for
reception of the streaming BAP data by the WNIC (step 1).
In order to ensure a fair comparison of power consumption during decompression of M-data and BI-data, we
encode the M-data and BI-data to yield identical data file
sizes. To achieve this, we first generate the M-data using
MPEG-4 quantization and arithmetic coding (without
grouping). We then compute the minimum compression
ratio f of the obtained M-data file size to the original
motion file size, and use this value of f in (6) to compute an
upper bound on the network throughput requirement (file
size) for the motion example. Next, we exhaustively
enumerate all the possible values of FDF and nd which
satisfy the constraint in (9) by keeping # ¼ 1 and $ ¼ 1
(note that b ¼ 8 has been fixed previously). We select the
parameter values FDF and nd which yield the minimum
reconstruction error (DEF). The final parameters for the
indexed motion file are chosen to be these parameter
values. The results of the experiment are presented in
Table 2. As evident from Table 2, decoding of the M-data
requires a significant number of CPU cycles. On the other
hand, a simple table lookup is required for decoding of the
BI-data to obtain the actual data for joint angles, which
logically entails fewer CPU cycles. To compute the CPU
cycles needed for decoding, we have used a 2.2 GHz
Celeron CPU with 128 KB L2 cache and 512 MB RAM. Note
that the power consumption for decoding BI-data (via table
lookups) is significantly lower even for file sizes comparable to the M-data file sizes. Since BI-data file sizes can
potentially be as low as 28 percent of the original file size,
the power consumption for table lookups in the case of BIdata decoding is further reduced.
Finally, an analytical comparison of the WNIC power
consumption for receiving M-data and BI-data is made as
follows: For a motion sequence of time duration T , data size
S and given available bandwidth B, the power used by the
WNIC is given by
Enetwork ¼ ER % S=B þ ES % ðT # S=BÞ:

ð10Þ
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TABLE 3
Compression Time in Seconds for Various Motion Examples

ER is the energy used by the WNIC during data reception
and ES is the energy used by the WNIC when it is sleeping
and not receiving data. Using (10), we compute the WNIC
energy utilization for reception of M-data and BI-data
(Table 1). We have used energy usage data from [20], [21] to
obtain the energy usage for data reception in mJoules.
Again, reception of BI-data is observed to result in
significantly less energy consumption by the WNIC when
compared to reception of M-data.
It is now obvious that BI-data leads to less power
consumption compared to M-data in all aspects of
decompression, i.e., the CPU power consumption, WNIC
power consumption, as well as power consumption by the
various buses in a typical mobile device. Hence, the
proposed BAP-Indexing technique is superior to MPEG-4
for BAP-based virtual human animation in power and
network constrained mobile devices.

5.4 Processing Time for Compression
Finally, we show that the time needed to compress the
MoCap data using BAP-Indexing is actually very small. We
use a 2 GHz Intel Centrino Processor with 2 MB L2 Cache
and 1 GB RAM to compress MoCap data. Table 3 shows the
time consumption for creating the BAP indices for various
motion capture examples. It is clear from Table 3 that
compression time is of the order of a few seconds for
MoCap data sizes resulting in a motion matrix consisting of
some hundred rows.

6

CONCLUSIONS

AND

FUTURE WORK

We have proposed and implemented a novel technique
termed as BAP-Indexing to compress the BAP data used for
MPEG-4 compliant character animation. The proposed
BAP-Indexing method has significant advantages in terms
of both improved compression ratio, and computationally
simple reconstruction of the motion data via a lookup table
included in the compressed file, thus eliminating the need
for explicit decompression. This leads to a reduction in
both, the throughput requirement for networked applications requiring motion data exchange and client power
consumption for data reception and data decompression.
The resulting quality of the reconstructed motion is
improved considerably by intelligent exploitation of the
hierarchical structure of the skeletal virtual human model
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during the process of creation of optimal lookup tables for
reconstruction of the quantized motion. For motion
sequences of long duration, we have proposed a simple
method for decomposing the motion data sequence into
smaller motion data sequences, thus preserving the quality
of motion data for arbitrarily large motion files. The quality
and throughput requirements of the motion data are
controlled via three quality control parameters (QCPs)
FDF, b, and nd . We have proposed a simple systematic
search procedure to obtain the best possible combination of
these parameters depending on the required compression
ratio. The lossy compression resulting from the proposed
indexing technique is observed to exhibit negligible motion
distortion, and is explicitly controllable via the three QCPs
FDF, b, and nd .
The proposed indexing technique results in a compressed motion data representation which is superior in
terms of compression ratio and power consumption for
motion reconstruction by the CPU and for data reception at
the WNIC, compared to the existing MPEG-4-based
compression technique that uses predictive encoding,
quantization, and arithmetic encoding. Note, that power
savings can also be achieved within the MPEG-4 framework
by a combination of techniques at the hardware-level,
systems-level and at the level of algorithms for signal
encoding and signal compression. The work described in
this paper describes one specific technique for encoding/
compression of human MoCap data for virtual human
animation. It is not claimed to be a general technique for
signal encoding/compression as the MPEG standard.
A limitation of the proposed technique is that the optimal
values of two of the QCPs FDF and nd , are obtained via
exhaustive search, and the value for index size b is obtained
via empirical observations. It may be possible to obtain the
optimal values for these parameters more efficiently. Another
drawback associated with most animation research is that
there is no perfect quantitative measure for the quality of the
reconstructed motion. The compression error (the displacement of a body segment from its original location) is easily
perceptible when the body segment touches an environment
object, whereas a relatively large error is acceptable if the
body segment is moving in an empty space. This observation
can be exploited for enhancing the compression ratio
provided that detailed models of the environment and the
interaction of the virtual human with the environment are
available. Finally, the intelligent use of the hierarchical
structure of the model yields good results for full body
motions of the virtual human; for small delicate motions such
as movement of the fingers, or for facial animation, the
proposed technique offers considerable scope for future
improvement.
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